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I INTRODUCTION
Ever since its discovery by Kamerlingh Onnes in
1913 superconductivity has attracted many wor-
kers, theorists as weIl as experimentcrs, in order
to understand this interesting physical pheno-
menon and to discover new superconductors with
improved properties useful for applieations. On
the experimental side this search has led to the
discovery of nearly stoichiometric Nb3 Ge J. 2 with
the highest supercondueting transition tempera-
ture Tc of 23.2 K presently known and to thc
discovery of the Chevrel phases with critical
magnetie fields of about 60 Tesla. 3
On the theoretical side the basic mechanism
namely the electron-phonon interaction leading
to pairing of elcctrons and thus to superconduc-
tivity has deen described by Bardeen, Cooper and
SchrieIJer4 and with this mechanism many of the
experimental results could be explained. Con-
sidering strong coupling effeets Tc is given by:5
7;. - (0) exp( -(1 + Je)/Je), where <w) is the aver-
age phonon frequency and J, the electronphonon
coupling constant given by: Je = N(O)<I2 )/M« 2 ). N(O) is the electronic density of states at
the Fermi energy, (12) is an e1ectronie matrix
element and M is the atomic mass. Despite of
the progresses in theory it is still difficult to prediet
the superconducting properties of complex ma-
terials. There seem however to be general argu-
ments from both theory and experiment that a
further inerease of Tc may be achieved if materials
with enhaneed phonon softening (deerease of
« 2 ) and high density of electronicstates N(O)
can be realized. This goal is diffieult to reach
ho\Yever from the metallurgical point of view as
there are severe obstaeles such as solubility
limits, lattice instabilities followed by phase transi-
tions, equiIibrium compositions in compounds far
from optimum stoichiometric compositions and
the lack of long range ordering. In order to over-
came these difficulties numcrous experiments have
been performed using non-equilibrium prepara-
tion techniqucs such as splat-cooling, chemieal
vapour deposition, quench condensation, co-evap-
oration, sputtering and ion implantation.
In the following review examples will be presen-
ted which clearly demonstrate that ion implanta-
tion in many respects is superior to other non~
equilibrium teehniques mentioned above. In
partieular advantages and disadvantages of the
applieation ofion implantation to different material
classes revealing interesting supercondueting 1'1'0-
perties will be diseussed. Many elements show
enhaneed Tc-values if they are strongly distorted
01' if they are transferred to an amorphous phase.
Results of implanted disordered systems will be
presented in Chapter II. Metastable ion implanted
alloys with interesting supercondueting properties
have been produeed as will be shown in Chapter
IIJ. WeIl ordered systems such as the AI5 eom-
pounds for example have the highest 7;-values if
their structure is undistorted and the long range
order parameter approaehes unity. In such strue-
tures radiation damage will strongly depress Tc
and up to now ion implantation is of limited
sueeess for the preparation of the A15 compounds.
Nevertheless ion implantation bas also been used
for the formation and improvement of ordered
compounds. Such experiments, especially implan-
tation into niobium and vanadium carbides will
be deseribed in Chapter IV. A short summary of
applications using ion implantation is presented
in Chapter V.
Numerous studies were eoneerned with the
inIJuence of neutron and light ion radiation
damage on the supercondueting eritieal eurrent
and eritical field. A summary of this work up to
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TABLE I
-------- -------~-- ------
max
T, 3.7 4.2 4.0 2.6 8.35 7.35 6.75 6.05
Maximum Tc·values ,~s observed after implantation 01' various
ions in Al thin films at 4 K17,19
oHGe
implanted
ion He C 0 Al Si
ism. In quenched AI-films the increase of 'I; is
generally ascribed to a softening of the phonon
spectrum caused by lattiee disorder. In AI-films
with stabilizing elements incorporated, a granular
structure consisting of small Al grains separated
by semieonducting 01' insulating barriers has been
obscrved at room temperature. 14 Bascd on the
idea of this granular structure 'I;-enhancement
mechanisms such as changes in the amplitude of
thc electron-phonon interaction,14 by cxcitoniclS
or surface plasmon!6 effects have been suggested.
Implantation of various iOns in Al-films below
10 K have been performed in order to obtain
more detailed information about the 1;-enhancing
mechanisms,17, 18 Tbe 7;.-valucs obtaincd in these
experiments are summarized in Table 1.
Implantation of Si and Ge in AI-films exhibits
'I;-values of 8.35 K for Al6oSi4o and of 7.35 K for
AI6oGe.o. These 'I;-values are eonsiderably larger
than those obtained by co-evaporation onto cold
substrates. By implantation of He (and O-ions)
Tc increases to abaut 4 K, a value similar to those
found by quench condensation. Al-ion implanta-
tion rcsultcd in a 'I;-va!ue of 2.6 K. A further
cxciting result is thc high 'I;-value of 6.75 K
observed after H-implantation in Al-films. In this
special case there are severa! hints that an ordered
compound has been produced. FirstIy additional
implantation of a low fluenee of Al-ions was found
to reduce 'I; to about 4 K indicating that addi-
tional disorder destroys the high 'I;-phase and
leads to 'I;-values observed for 0- and He-implan-
tation. Secondly, resistivity results 17 of a high dose
H-implanted AI-sample suggest that H-ordering
or phase transformation takes place. The forma-
tion of an ordercd AlH, compound is likely to
occur as the average H-concentration implanted
in Al is elose to this composition. Tunneling
cxperiments 18 have shown an enhanced clectron
attraetion due to eoupling ~ia aeoustical phonons.
As changes of the phonon spectrum are not
observed, the 'I;-enhancement is proposcd to be
due to an increase ofthe electron-phonon-coupling
Many elements ean be rendered amorphous 01'
stabilized in a highly disordered state by quench
condensation, that is thc evaporation 011to sub-
strates eoolcd with liquid He.!O The metallurgieal
state of these vapolll' quenched films is diflleult
to analyze in detail. It may range from small
erystallites, with short range order preserved in
a microerystalline strueture, the so-called lattice-
like amorphous state, to a phase where the short
range order is different from the crystaIline phase.
In this second phase the coordination number is
higher and thus the amorphous phase is more
metallic similar to the liquid, therefore this phase
i8 called liquid-like amorphous.
'
! These dis-
ordered phases which usually will recrystallize
by warming up to room temperature very often
exhibit enhanced 7;-values. It has been found that
a higher degree of disorder is stabilized by co-
evaporating impurities and same elements can
be stabilized in an amorphous phase only by the
addition of impurities. An excellent review on
amorphous metals and their supereonduetivity is
given by Bergmann."
Well-known example of such a superconductor
is Al with a bulk 'I;-value of 1.2 K. All films pre-
pared by quench eondensation show enhaneed
'I;-values of 3.3 K." Quench eondensation in the
prescnec of °2 , H 2 and fafe gases results in ~­
values betweCll 2 and 4.5 K. 15 Co-evaporation of
Ge 01' Si with Al onto substrates at liquid He
temperatlll'e yielded films reaching 6.0 and 6.6 K,
respectively.13,14 Again the microscopic structure
is decisive for the possible 'I;-enhancement mechan-
1968 is given by Cu lIen. 6 Further developments
in this field ineluding work on heavy ion implanta-
tion efTects are covered in the Proeeedings of the
International Discussion Meeting on Radiation
Effects on Superconductivity7 Results on ion
implantation effects in supcrconductors have been
summarized in Ref. 8, a review on the prod uetion
metastable superconducting phases is given in
Re!. 9. The present contribution emphasizes studies
performed using heavy ions, where considcrable
changes of the metallurigical state of the material
oceur.
TI DlSORDERED SYSTEMS
a NOllwt/,Qnsitiol1 Aletals
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parameter ",2(W) caused by hydrogen influencing
the elcctronic properties.
The rcsuhs obtained for He, C and 0 implanted
AI-films have been explained by phonon softening
due to lattice disorder similar to the 1,:-enhance-
ment meehanism in quenched AI-films. The 1,:-
enhancemenl found after the implantation of
AI-ions suggested thaI intrin5ie damage is present.
The question whether this 1,:-enhaneement is due
to intrinsie damage 01' disorder stabilized by
impurities has been 5tudied 20 by AI-ion implanta-
tion and irradiation of Al thin films with various
oxygen eontent at temperatures below 4 K. The
resltlts from this work are presented in Figure 1.
Figure Ia shows the 1,:-variation for low AI-
flucnees where the eollision easeades do not ycl
overlap and mainly point defeet5 prevai!. In
Figure 1b the results for high AI-fluenees are
presented. Here both, speeifie resistivity p, and
J;;-variations are found to corrclatc with the
oxygen eontent in the films. In contrast to the
results given in Table 1, AI-implantation into pure
AI-films with a residual resistivity ratio (RRT/R25 K)
of about II does not lead to an inerease of 7;.
A 7;-value of 2.6 K HS given in Table I however is
reached by AI-implantation into AI-films ha ving
an oxygen content of about 4 al. %eorresponding
to a residual resistivity ratio of about 3.5. The de-
pendence of the T;-values on the residual gas
content of the as-condensed AI-films shows that
additional disorder i5 stabilized by the impurities
during irradia tion.
The '/;-enhancing mcchanism, causing the ex-
ceptiona11y high 1,:-values for Si and Ge implanted
AI-films is still in debate. For both Al1_xSi x and
AI1_xGex the transition from metallic to semi-
conducting conduction occur for x ~ 0.45, the
maximum 1;-values are obtained for x ~ 0.4 witb
p == 100 pQcm indicating extremely high damage
levels.21
After annealingan AI-Si film up to room tem-
perature 1,: was found to decrease to 3.3 K.
Additional irradiation with Si with f1uences of
2 x 10 15 ions/cm2 at 6 K was found to inerease
7; sharply back to the original value of 8.3 K.
This experiment demonstrates that disorder is
important and some disorder 15 still retaincd at
room temperature. From the similarity of thc
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dcpcndence of Tc and p on composition between
implanted films and granular structures an in-
creasc of thc electfon-phollon interaction matrix
element has been suggested as a common inter-
pretation of the T,:-enhaneement meehanism. 21
With regard to the possible eontribution of Si
and Ge to the 'Tc-enhaneement there exist interest-
ing results for queneh eondensed and ion implanted
Ge noble metal alloys. Queneh eondensed Ge-
films are still scmieonducting, revealing a lattice-
like amorphaus phase. Ey co-deposition of Ge
tagether with a noble metal (Cu, Ag of Au) onto a
liquid He-eooled substrate a supereondueting
phase is stabilized having a maximum Tc-value of
3.3 K for Ge, CU,o'" Reeent eleetron dilfraetioninvestigation2~on quenched Ge-noble metal alloys
at 4 K however show broad diffraction rings
similaI' to those of liquid Ge. From this experiment
one may conclude that the enhaneed super-
eonductivity is duc to a liquid like amorphous
phase of Ge and is not duc to a granular structure.
Implantation of Cu-ions at 4 K in pure Ge and
Ge-Cu alloy films as weil as irradiation of these
films with Kr-ions have been performed in order
to answer the question if Ge or Cu is responsible
for superconductivity.24 The maximum ~-value
reaehed in these implantation experiments is 3.7 K,
i.e. about 0.4 K higher than observed for qucnched
alloy films. As the maximum 'I;-value oeeurs
already at 25 %Cu it is eoncluded that Ge is
responsible for the supereonduelivity. The Cu-
atoms stabilize the lattice disorder and preven t
Ge from the formation of covalcnt Ge-Ge bonds.
This means that in this case a higher degree of
lattice disorder ean be produeed with ion implanta-
tion than hy queneh eondensation.
b Transition Metals
The inlluenee of disorder on the T,:-values of transi-
tion metals (TM) and TM-alloys produeed by
vaponr deposition ontQ eryogenie substrates has
been studied in Ref. (25). In general a deerease of
T,: was found in disordered films of the group Vb
TM (V, Nb, Ta) and an inerease of T,: was observed
for group VIb and VlIb (Mo, W, Re). In contrast
to disorder in non-transition metals (NTM) where
annealing to 100 K is in most eascs suffieient to
remave the lalliee disorder, lligher annealing
temperatures are neeessary for the reerystalliza-
tion of disordered TM systems. The important role
of impurities in stabilizing disordered phases in
queneh eondensed Mo and Nb-layers has been
deseribed reeently in Ref. (26).
Heavy ion implantation and irradiation of TM-
films also resulled in substantial variations of
T,:.27 Strong 1; depressions have been observed
in evaparated V-, Nb- and Ta-Iayers, whereas
T,:-enhaneements were found in Mo, Wand Re
thin films. As impurity-stabilized disorder will not
anneal at room temperature it is dillicult to
separate the inlluenee of alloying effeets on T,:
from that of disorder produced during implanta-
tion and irradiation of oxygen eontaminated TM-
films. Thc importance of impuritics prcsent in a
layer for ehanges of T,: under ion bombardment has
been recognizcd in experiments with ion implanta-
tion into Mo-layers at temperatures below 10 K 28
Here. thc obscrvcd increase of 1~ after irradiation
with noble gas ions was found to eorrelate with
the oxygen content in thc as-cvaporated Mo-
layers. For oxygen eoneentrations below about
I at. % resulling in Mo-Iayers with a residual
resistivity grcatcr than 4, no ~ was detcctcd down to
1.7 K even after high lIuenee Xe-ion irradiation.
In Mo-Iayers with an oxygen eontent of about
8 at. % inereases from 1.7 to 7.7 K were observed
depending on Xe-lluence. Implantation of O-ions
resulted in a Tcmax value of 5 K, additional irradia-
tion of the implanted layers with Xe-ions causes a
further enhaneement up to 7.7 K. From these
resulls it was eoncluded that disorder is stabilized
by oxygen and that the stabilization is more
elfeetive if the density of mobile defeets in a single
(;ollisio11 cascade i8 incrcased by using heavier
ions (Xe instead of 0 or Ne). Disorder in Mo
stabilized by oxygen reerystallized by warming
up to 200°. For this reason O-stabilized disorder
will not be pl'Odueed during O-implantation at
rDom tcmperature in agreement with experiment.
The implantation of ehemieally aelive impurities
with elcetronegativity valucs greater than that of
Mo into pure Mo-films has been found to inerease
7;;.28 A summary of these results i8 given in
Table 11.
Maximum 'Tc-values reaehed were 9.2 K for
N-implantation at a eoneentration of 23 a1. %,
for S at 22 a1. % and for P at 27 at. %. Figure 2
shows the inerease of T,: as a funetion of implanted
N-ion eoneentration at liquid He and room
temperature. From the maximum 1;-values of
9.2 and 7.0 K, respeetively, it is seen that annealing
takes plaee for room temperature implantation.
As the same T,:-maximum of 9.2 K has been
found after implanting dilferent ions this value is
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TABLE Jl
Maximum T,,-valucs and corrcsponding saturation valucs ofthe conccntratlon after implantation ofvarinus
ions in Mo thin films at 4 K. 2M
Ion B C N o Ne AI p s As Sb Bi Xc
Tmn~,. 8.7 H.3 9.2 4.5 < 1.7 <1.7 9.2 9.2 7.6 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7
16 17 23 10 20 35 27 25 30 35 35 20
-_._---
FIG URE 2 Increase of T" as a function of implantcd nitrogen
conccntratiol1 for liquid Hc- and room..temperature implanta~
tions. TVfaximum observed T,.-valucs were 9.2 und 7.0 K respec·
tivcly far these tcmpcratures. 31
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it was concluded that Mo-lattief is completely
disordered for a N-eoneentration of about 23 at. /;',
in agreement with thc conccntration value neces-
sary to reach thc maximum 1;-value.
The influenee of impurities on the depression
of 1; in heavy ion implanted and irradiated
vanadium layers was studied in Ref. (36). Vanadium
layers have been produeed with various oxygen
contents analyzed hy Rutherford backscattering
allowing an oxygen concentration determination
down to about 0.2 at. %. Implantations and irradia-
tions were performed using Ne- and N-ions at
room tcmpcrature. Thc 1;-values of as-evaporated
layers were in thc range of 4.9 to 5.25 K, nearly
independent of the oxygen eoncentration up to
6 at. %. For higher oxygen eontamination levels
redueed 7;-values have been observed. Figure 4a
shows the relative 1;-decrease in pure V-Iayers
implanted with N-ions as aft1l1ction ofN-eoneentra-
tion. In Figure 4b Ihe relative 1;-depression in
oxygen eontaminated V-layers irradiated wilh
FIGURE 3 Dccrcase of the superconducting transition tem-
perature T~ und slructural transformations as a function of
tempel'ature in an isochronal (I h) annealing process. SampIes
were implanted till T~-saturation at liquid He~temperature and
with 33 at. 'In nitrogen a1 room temperalUre, respectively.31
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altributed to a disordered Mo-phase. The nature
of this high 1;-phase for the system Mo-N has
been studied in more detail,29 especially as il could
bc argued that molybdenum nitride eompounds
may be formed and are responsible for the 1;-
enhaneement. Thc high 1;-values observed for
N-implantation into Mo at temperatures below
10 K eould be correlated with a highly disordered
bee Mo-phase. During annealing fee as weil as tfe
erystallographie struetnres appeared while the
~-value decreased continuously as a function of
annealing temperature. Finally at 850'C 7; de-
ereased below 1.2 K whi1e the fee-phase was still
present. The deerease of 1; and the struetural
transformations as a function of temperature in
an isochronal annealing process are summarized in
Figure 3 for sampies implanted at liquid He- and
al room temperatnre. The stabilization of the dis-
ordered high 1;-phase in these experiments is
therefore aseribed to the interaetion of the ehemi-
eally aetive impurity atoms with the distorted
host lattiee as no such elfeets were observed either
with bombardment or implantation of noble gas
ions in pure Mo. Frall chanoeling mcasurements
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FIGURE 4a Relative dccrcase of Tc as a function ofimplantcd
N-ion concentration in V-layers..35
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FTGURE 4b Relative decrcasc of Tc of V-layers with various
oxygcn conten! artel' irradiathm with 2.9 x 10 16 Ne/cm 2 at
320 keV. Für a V-Jayer with 4 at. :';'; oxygen thc relative decrease
or Tc is showl1 with thc Ne-ion nuence a:'l a parameter. At about
3 x IOl"I Ncjcm 2 !J.TjTc is found to saturate at 0.6, abau! thc
same amounl as obscrved after implanting 4 at. %N as can be
seen in Figure 4a. 37
2.9 X 10 '6 Ne+ lem' at 320 keV as a funetion of
oxygen concentrations is shown. For a V-layer
with 4 at. % oxygen the 7;-deerease with the Ne-
fluenee as parametei' is included in Figure 4b.
The folIowing eonclusions were drawn from
these results: chemicalIy aetive impurities play an
important role in the ~-decreases. These im-
purities ean be either implanted into the layer or
aetivated, i.e. moved from oxide preeipitates into
the vanadium grains by reeoil implantation during
irradiation with noble gas ions. As similar 7;-
depressions have been obtained with 0- and N-
implantations it is unlikely that this effeet is
eaused by alIoying as N is almost insoluble in V.
1t is assllmed that the 7;-deerease is due to disorder
in the host lattiee itselr. The strueture of this dis-
order is not eompletely clear, ehanncling experi-
ments show that loeally displaeed V-atoms are
present in V single erystals implanted with N undcr
similar eonditions as the layers. X-ray analysis of
the nitrogen implanted V-layers showed that the
V bee strueture is only slightly disturbed and tImt
the lattiee parameter has inereased. In Table III
results from implantation and irradiation experi-
ments in pure and oxygen contaminated V- and
Mo-Iaycrs with Ne- and N-ions are summarized.
The important role of ehemieally active im-
purities on the stabilization of the disordered
phases in transition metal laycrs with enhaneed or
deereased 7;-values is c1early demonstrated in this
summary.
III METASTABLE ALLOYS
a MaglJetic Impurilies in Non-transition
Metal"
Magnetie atoms have becn dissolved in NTM to
investigate thc influence of 10cal1zed moments on
the eleetronie properties of the host. From the
dependenee of 7; and the specifie resistivity p on
the impurity conccntration, information is obtained
about the eoupling of loealized moments and thc
eonduetion eleetrons of the host. Thc slope of
the 7;-depression is a direet measure of the pair
breaking parameter.31 Such experiments are dif-
lieult to perform mainly for two reasons: the
solubility limit of elements from the iron group in
non-transition elements is uSllally very low (e.g.
100 ppm for Mn in Sn and below 100 ppm for Mn
in Pb). In order to enhanee the soluhility queneh
eondensed alloys have been produeed. For queneh
condensed alloys howcver an unknown amount of
1attiee defcets will be frozen in. The presenee of
1attiee defeets will influence the slope of the 7;-
depcndence as function of the solute concentration.
Ion implantation at liquid He-temperature has
been used 32 ,33 in order to overcome such dif-
lieulties. The solubility limit with the implantation
teehnique is found to be mueh lligher than in bulk
alloys (aboutl200 ppm for Mn in Pd). However
implanted alloys are highly metastable and will
anneaJ out at temperatures below 100 K. The
influenee of disorder on 7; could be separated by
using non-magnetic ion spccies) e.g. Zn-ions of
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TAHLE 111
Variation 01' 7',. as rcsult 01' implanted Ne-and N-iol1 f1uencc in pure und
oxygcn contaminutcd V~ sild Mo-laycr~.
Material
lmplanted with
Ne ions N ions
Law oxygcn
content
V < 1at. %
Tr = 5.2 K High oxygcn
eontent
few al. '~
7>decreasc low
(few %)
1>dccrease high
(below 1.2K)
Tc-decrease
high (50 %or
more)
7:.-decrcase high
(below 1.2 K)
Law oxygcn
Mo content
<1 at. %
T, = 0.9 K High oxygen
conten!
fcwat. %
no '(. above 1.71{
Tc~increase up to
5.5Ka14K
'l;.·jncrease up
to 9.2K
T;.-incrcasc up
to 9.2 K
ppm 400
Sn - Cu
Concentration c
100 200 300
mK ,----r----,----,-----,-,
FIGURE 5 Variation of T" after implanting Mn~iom: in thin
films of Hg, Pb and Sn. By implanting Cu-ions in Sn and Zn-
ions in Pb the inl1ucncc of disot'der on T" can be separatcd. 39
valence l atomic size) ofthe salute. This decreasc in
Tc with conccntration is ascribcd to the removal of
the anisotrapy elfecl." A further inerease in eon-
eentration yields a positive slope d Tide and the
magnetie ofthis curvature was found to depend on
the valence of the salute. At the solubility limits
of 2 at. % far Ge, 25 at. %for Zn and !5 at. % for
Mg, 7; saturates at 1.2, 1.6 and 1.45 K, respec-
tively.38
In order to see if ion implanted alloys revea! the
same 7;-dependence on conccntration and if an
enhaneed solubility will be rcaehed, Ge, Zn and
Mg-ions have been implanted into AI-films at
'"~ oi·-·-......
~ ~b. 11 ~.,. 11
~ -100 ~{) ~-~ -20
: -200 \") .~~ -::: ~<\""'''''''~ .~
C Pb-Mo'6 .\~ -Mn -
-500 f- "\
I • I·' I
b AI-Based Alloys
The T,-dependenee on the eoneentration e of Ge,
Zn and Mg alloyed with AI exhibits an interesting
bchaviour. 36 For concentrations below 1 at. %Tc
jeereases slightly in the range of a few percent
'ndependently of the nature (eleetronegativity,
siinilar atomic mass and nuruher as the paramag-
netic Mn. A fUr/her advantage of ion implantation
is thc possibility to control eoneentrations in the
ppm range with thc same relative accuracy as at
high concentration. Results fr0111 these implanta-
tion experimcnts 34 are presented in Figure 5,
where it can be seen that small eoncentrations of
Mn cause a strong depression of the T, of homog-
cncously doped Hg, Pb and Sn-films. The slope of
the curves i8 nearly constant at concentrations
above 100 ppm in agreement with theory. At
conccntrations below 100 ppm a curvature in
the 'T,;-curvcs can bc seen, it i8 positive for the
system Mn in Sn and negative for Mn in Pb and
Hg. These deviations from thc linear dependenee
relleet the inlluence of lattiee defeets on T, as
vcrified by implanting thc nonmagnetie ions Cu
and In into Pb- and Sn-Iayers respeetively (see
dashed eurves in Figure 5). The same teehnique
has been used for In-films implanted with Mn-
ions35 where the degree of lattiee disorder has
been varied by preimplantation of In-ions. In
this way it was possible to explain differenees in
the amount of T,-depression measured in queneb
eondensed alloys of this system by different
authors.
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of - 50 to - 80'C. The 1,;-values obtained with the
implantation teehnique have been eonfirmed. From
these results it is eonc1uded that elcfeets produeed
during implantation either anneal out or da not
influence Tc.
Further one may ask if the rather high 1,;-values
are mainly due to the Pd-matrix or to the inter-
stitia! H Ion implantation has been used to solve
this question as one ean easily vary the implanted
atom species. The following interstitial elements
have been impla11led in Pd and the maximum
1;-values oblained are given in braekets:'! H(8.8
K), D(1O.7 K, B(3.8 K), C(1.3 K) and N(0.2 K).
While an inerease of 1,; with mass is observed for
Hand D, the inverse isotope effeet does not eon-
tinue for the heavier elements. Through tunnel
experiments'2 it was shown that besides the
suppression of the paramagnetism a fmther posi-
tive influellce on 7;; is due to an additional clectron-
phonon eoupling with the optieal H- and D-
phonon modes.
If the Pd-matrix is ehanged by alloying with
noble metals the solubility of H deereascs rapidly
and it beeomes more diflieult to apply other
eharging teehniques besides ion implantation.'
Pd-noble metal alloys do not show supereondue-
tivity above 10 mK and beeomes diamagnetie if
the noble metal eoneentration exeeeds 60 at. %.
Foils with different noble and meta! eoneentrations
for the three systems Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag and Pd-Au
have been produeed and implanted with H-ions at
4 K 43 with inereasing fluenees until 1; passed the
maximum. These maximum 1~-values are shown
in Figure 6 as a funetion of the noble metal eon-
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FIGURE 6 Maximum T,-values observed after implanting
Hin Pd"noble meta! aJ10ys für various noble meta] conccntra-
tions. 49
e Allo)'s wilh High eonoenlrations of
Interslilials
An exeellent demonstration for the usefulness of
ion implantation becomes obvious [rom experi-
ments in the Pd-H system.
This system was found to beeome supereonduet-
ing for HjPd ratios above 0.8. 39 Duc to the Iimited
solubility level with a maximum ratio H:Pd ofO.7
at one atm Hz and 300 K, a high H-eoneentration
is diflicult to obtain. Therefore H- and D-im-
plantations at liquid He temperature have been
used to inerease this ratio up to and above 1.40
Maximum 1,;-valucs of9 K and 1J K were observed
for nearly stoiehiometrie Pd]-] and PdD, respee-
tively. One of the main reasons for this 1,;-inerease
is the suppression of spin-fluetuations of the Pd.
It is known that the system beeomes diamagnetie
at a HjPd ratio of about 0.7.
The question arose whether lattiee disorder
produeed by the implantation proeess would have
some efleet on 1,;. Therefore after the sueeessful
implantation experiments, efforts were made to
produee stoichiometrie PdH alloys by using high
pressure or eleetrieal H-eharging at temperatures
room temperature. 8 In eontrast to the findings
observed for bulk alloys, ion implanted systems
da not exhibit a decrease 01' Tc. An increase 01' T;
is observed in the eoneentration region from 0.001
to 20 at. %, with maximum 1,;-values of 1.4 K,
1.42 K and 1.45 K, for Ge, Zn and Mg, respectively.
Reasons tor this differenee in the 1,;-dependenee
on eoneentration between ion implanted and bulk
alloys may rise from disorder introdueed during
implantation at room temperature. This disorder
is probably not eomplctely annealed out and will
inftuence Tc. In order to test this assumptiol1)
enhaneed disorder has been introdueed by im-
planting ions known to exhibit large size effeets
and also by implantation of ions whieh have large
eleetronegativity values and whieh are not soluble
in AI. Indeed, the highest 1,;-inerease has been
observed for Ca, known to have the biggcst size
effeet in Al and for C, Sand N-ions known to
have large eleetronegativity values. These results
indieate, that the T;-enhaneement observed for
various ions implanted in AI at room temperature
is due to disorder and not to alloying. In Chapter II
it was pointed out that disorder in Al-alloys pro-
dueed by ion implantation at temperatures below
10 K does not eompletely anneal out when warm-
ing up to room temperature.
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centration. The highest 1; of 16.6 K has been
observed in the system H: Pdo."CUO.45 • With
increasing mass of the solu te and with simul-
taneously increasing the H-content, 1; was found
to decrease. This indicates that not only a closed-
packed H-sublattice but also the matrix has a
strong influcnce on the super-conductivity. The
incrcase in T~nax as a function of decreasing
mass of the noble metal ean be eorrelated with a
softening of the aeoustie phonon speetrum in
agreement with results from neutron scattering
experiments on hydrogenated PdAg alloy.44
IV COMPOUNDS
a Refi'aetory COl11poU/u!s
Thc carbides and nitrides of the group Vb transi-
tion metals with NaCI crystal structure have in-
teresting superconducting properties with high
valucs of 1;, high critical magnetie field and high
critical current dcnsity. Thc sllperconducting pro-
perties of thc AIS eompounds which will be dis-
cussed below are in general somewhat superior to
those of the carbides and nitrides. However it
has been shown that NbN and NbC are highly
radiation rcsistant evcn against heavy ion bom-
hardment in contrast to Nb3 Sn. 27 Therefore these
materials secm to be weH suited für ion implanta-
tion experiments.
The 1;-values of the carbides and nitrides are
found to vary strongly with composition and reach
a maximum value for the stoichiometric meta!. In
some cases such as VC, there is an appreeiable
deviation from the stoichometric composition in
the thermal equilibrium and it is not possible to
form stoichiometric sampies by thermal methods.
Applying the diffusion method an almost stoichio-
metrie niobium carbide with a C/Nb ratio of
0.98 and a 1; of 11.1 K has been obtained.45
Ion implantation has been used in order to
eompensate deviations from stoichiometry. Re-
sults obtained by the diffusion technique have been
compared to those obtained by C-ion implantation
into NbC.46 Single crystals of NbCo.89 were
implanted at 1'Oom temperature and at elevated
temperatures (760' and 1070'C) with C-ions. In a
seeond experiment a C-Iayer was evaparated
onto a NbCo.89 single crystal and was diffused at
temperatures between 1200 and 1600°C. The 1;-
values were measured as a function ofthe annealing
and diffusion temperature and the results are
shown in Figure 7. The dashed curve in Figure 7
shows the 1;-values of the earbon diffused single
crystal as a funetion of diffusion temperature.
Tr;ax obtained in these diffusion experiments was
] 1.1 Kin aecordance with previous results. 45 After
implantation of C-ions at 1'Oom temperature 1;
increased from 4 to 7 K With increasing annealing
tcmperaturc Tc increased and reached a maximum
of 11.8 K. From this result it was concluded that
a carbon content above 0.98 was reached by ion
implantation. This assumption could be confirmed
by backscattering measurements. A possible reason
for the enhaneed C-content is the comparatively
low formation temperature of the implanted
sampie as compared to diffused sampIes causing
a deerease of the equilihrium (vacancy) concen-
t1'at1011.
The thermal equilibrium phase of vanadium
has a C(V ratio of 0.89 and is not superconducting
down to temperatures of 30 mK. This behaviour is
exceptional in the group Vh carbides and nitrides
and it has been explainecl with the low C(V atom
ratio. Thcrcfore C~ions were implanted into VCO. 88
single crystals and thc sampIes were examined far
supereonduetivity.47 None of the sampies which
were implantcd ut room temperature and sub-
sequently annealed in an isochronal annealing
process showed supereonduetivity. Inereasing the
sampIe temperature during implantation how-
ever resulted in superconduetivity. The results
of these experiments are shown in Figure 8. With
inereasing implantation temperature up to 800°C
a maximum 1;-values of 3.2 K has been found.
Higher implantation tempcratures reduced 7;. as
carbon starts to diffuse out of the enriched layer.
The implanted carbon profile and the carbon
diffusion processes have been investigated applying
thc backseattering technique.48
This example clearly demonstrates that ion
implantation is a useful tool to compensate the
deviations from stoiehiometry beyond the thermal
equilibrium composition.
b AIS COl11pol/llds
Compounds with the Al5-strueture such as Nb,Sn
(18.2 K) and V,Ga (17 K) reveal the highest
known 1;-values and the best performance in
high field magnets up to now. Nh,Ge (23.2 K)
also belongs to this group of materials where the
TM atoms are aligned and densely packed in
three orthogonal chains and where the high 1;-
values are thought to be caused hy this chain
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FIGURE 7 The transition temperature of a NbCo.89 single crystal implantcd with carbon ions (solid line) and with an
evaporated carbon laycr (dashed Hoe) as a fl.lllctioll 01' annealing anti difrusion temperature, respectivcly. Also shown is
T,. 01' a NbCo.89 samplc. implanted at 760"C as u funetion of anncaling tcmpel'aturc (dashed-dotted linc),154)
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FIGURE 8 The transition temperature of VCo.aa single
crystals as a function of sam pIe temperature during implanta-
tion of C-iol1s. ~5
strueture. Any disorder in this strueture will result
therefore in a deerease of T;. Inspeetion of the
irradiated films with X-ray dilfraetion at f1uenees
where the lower T;-saturation has been just
reaehed, revealed a small inerease 01' the lattiee
parametcr. 49 More detailed results on damage
profiles and damage struetures have been ob-
tained by applying the ehanneling and baek-
seattering technique to the analysis of irradiated
V,Si single erystals59 For crystals implanted with
300 keV He-ions a narrowing of the eritieal angle
for the [IOOJ as weil as 101' the [110J ehanneling
direetion and an inerease of the minimum yield
has been observed as a function of He-ion fluence 50
near the surfaee region. From these results whieh
have been eonfirmed by Monte Carlo eakulations
followed that the V-atoms are dispIaeed from their
lattiee sites with an average statie amplitude of
0.06 A. A "zig-zag" arrangement of the atoms
would be a possibility for the transition metals in
the chain to release compression.
Implantations of Sn and Ge-ions into Nb thin
films have been perfonned in order to study the
formation of the AiS phase. 51 Two different types
of experiments were performed to stabilize the
AIS-phase. Implantations were conducted at room
temperature and subscquent annealing was carried
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out at temperatures between 500 and 8S0'C. In
a seeond experiment ions were implanted at higb
temperatures (650', 725' and 800"C). Tbe anneal-
ing temperatures required for the formation of the
Nb,Sn AIS-pbase was about 100' higher tban
from Nb-Sn sandwich films evaporated at 300 K.
It is believed tbat lattiee delect< introdueed during
implantation hinder diffusion. 1,:-values up to
17.8 K have been obtained after annealing of tbe
implanted Nb-Sn system. Ge-implantations per-
formed at various target temperatures and fluences
followed by isoehronal annealing treatments re-
sulted in an AIS-phase with 1;-values below 8 K.
From tbese results it was eonc1uded tbat ion
implantation is probably not a useful teehnique
to form or stabilize Nb,Si wbieb is believed to have
a high 'I;-values.
V APPLICATlONS
There are three main areas where the potentials
01' ion implantation for application are eurrently
being explored. These areas are: (a) inerease of
pinning farces accompanied by an enhancement
of surfaee eurrent earrying capacity, (b) reduetion
of rf-Iosses at supereondueting surfaees and (e) pro-
duction of weak links.
For tbc production of pinning centers Nb foils
witb different oxygen contents have been bom-
barded with N- and O-ions at energies between
10 and 20 MeV and fiuences in tbe range of 1012
and 3 x 10 15 ionsjcm 2 ,52 A significant increase
ofthe eritieal eurrent J, and a slight inerease in the
upper eritieal field H'2 has been observed. Simi-
larly after implanting Ni-ions at energies of 3.5
MeV into Nb-foils at 900'C a substantial inerease
in both J, and Ho, has been found." In both
experiments voids have been observed in the
implanted regions of the sampIes ; these voids were
believed to interaet strongly with fiux [ines.
Further experiments" have been performed im-
planting MeV Ni-ions into oxygen-doped Nb,
NbZr and NbTa alloys, where disloeation Ioops
as weil as statistically distributed or regularly
arranged voids have been observed. These defects
acted as very effeetive pinning centers, and the
elementary pinning forees are found to be larger
than theoretical va lues ealeulated for possible
interaction mechanisms.
Low frequeney (30 Hz) losses have been meas-
ured in vanadium sampIes before and after im-
plantation of Ga-ions. After implantation of
10 '6 Ga-ions per em' at 75 keV a considerable
reduetion of the losses at lower amplitudes by
two orders of magnitude have been observed
due to a pronouneed inerease of the surface
shielding capacity.
Ion implantation has attraeted attention and
lead to widespread use in modern mieroeleetronies
as its degree of preeision for tailoring properties
of thin films and surfaces in 8mall dimensions is
difficult to aehieve by other means. There is an
inereasing interest to explore the possibililies of
this teehnique for the production of supereonduet-
ing weak link devices and microcireuits.
By implanting Fe-ions into a narrow band(SOooA wide) aeross a strip of Nb thin films 1,:
is reduced and exeeptionally stable weak links
exhibiting the Josephson effeets have been pro-
duecd. 56 The eritieal current ean be predetermined
by controlling the number and loeation of the
implanted ions. In a somewhat different proeedure
1,: has been inereased up to about 4 K in a Mo-
film by implanting N or S ions except a narrow
band aeross the Mo-film whieh was covered with
a photoresist mask during implantation this re-
ducing the doping e!Tect." This slightly doped
region with a 1,: of about 1.7 K aets as a weak
link between the heavily doped regions, and passes
a super-eurrent having an oseillatory diffraetion
pattern dependence on the magnelie field similar
to that of Josephson tunnel junetions. Properlies
of ion implanted weak links are quite weil de-
seribed by reeent theories" due to their well-
defined geometry thus providing a basis for
circuit design calculations. However, a number
of signifieant improvements have to be worked
out before such weak links will be useful for
integrated circuits. 57
VI CONCLUSIONS
It is only about 7 years ago that the teebnique of
ion implantation has been applied to improve
the supereondueting properties of materials. With-
in this short period of time very exeiting results
have been obtained which e1early demonstrate
the advantages of this teehnique in material hand-
ling and modification. The 1,:-dependenee of the
concentration of the solute element can be easily
measured in one and the same sampIe whereby
the reaction temperature ean be optimized with
regard to superconduetivity. New and metastable
alloys were produeed as the eoneentration of the
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solute ean be raised above the equilibrium solu-
bility limit. Compounds have been improved by
compensating deviations in composition from
stoiehiometry. Disorder produeed in such experi-
ments ean be annealed out by ehoosing reaetion
temperatures where intrinsie diffusion is small
but not negligible. The influenee of lalliee defeets
on supereonduetivity can be studied in a very
emdent way as intrinsie disorder effeets ean be
scparated from impurity stabilized disorder elfeets.
Mueh remains to be learned about bolh the elee-
tronie and the struclural properties of ion im-
planted layers. An inerease in understanding in
this respeet, will eertainly be followed by an
improvement of supereonducting properties.
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INTRODUCTION
Giorgi et al! found that the supercondueting
transition temperature 1; of niobium carbide with
sodium chloride structure is very sensitive to
deviations of the earbon content from stroiehio-
metry. The maximum carbon eontent obtainable
by conventional methods is 0.98 corresponding
10 a 7; of 11.1 K. The difficulty in obtaining a
completely stoichiometrie carbide of niobium is
due to the fact, that the fonnation of the compound
has lo be earried out at high temperatures (1400-
2000°C). So the equilibrium eoncentration of
carbon vacancies, which exponentially depcnds on
temperature ean reach high values (2-24 %). By
implantation of earbon ions the earbon eontent
eould be inereased resulting in a 7; of 11.8 K2 An
obvious conscquence of this experiment is to
investigate, if by use of the method of ion im-
plantation the defieient earbon can be substituted
by other elements. The results of such implantation
experiments are described in this eontribution.
EXPERIMENTAL
As starting material we used single erystals ofNhCo.89 ofNaCI
structure with a typicaJ size of 15 x 4 x 2 mm and a Tc of 4 K.
The single crystals were produecd by zone melting of hot
pressed NbC powder sampies. 3
The implantations were carried out at elevated tempcratures
between 700 and 1000<>C. Figure I shows the sampIe holder used
for these experiments. The sampIe is moullted on the cup shapcd
anode of an electron gun and bcated indircctly U1' to the desired
temperature, During implantation the beam current is mcasured
by a monitcir electrode whieh also is uscd as a beam defining
diaphragm. The sampIe tcmperature is controlled by a thermo-
couple and a pyrometer, Thc pressure in the target chamber
c1uringimplantation was about 10- 8 Torr. Implantationenergies
and fluences were selected to reslI!t in homogcneously implanted
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surface laycrs of ahout 2000 A thickness with a concentmtion
ol' 11 --12 %at. %of implanted ions.
'fhe superconducting transition {cmperature was dctcrmined
resislivily by a foul' probe arrangement. In order to detect the
highest transition of thc implanted surface laycr Iow mcasuring
currents (100 pA) were used. Tbc resulting voltage drop aeross
the bulk samplc (l0-100 nV) was mcasurcd bya lock in ampli-
fler. The instrumentation is dcscribed in more detail in. 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first step in these investigations was to find
out the optimum (with respecl to 7;) implantation
temperature. Figure 2 shows 1; vcrsus implanta-
tion temperature for p+ and Si' implants. 7;
seems to saturate at about 900"C. This is also the
optimum implantation temperature far C'" ions. 2
J. M. Lombaard and O. Meyer' have shown using
the baekscattering and ehanneling technique, that
at this implantation temperature the radiation
damagc in the Nb sublallice is already eompletely
anncaled. All implantations described in the
following have been carried out between 900 and
920"C.
The table shows the 7; results after implantation
of niobium carbide with elements from row 2 and
3 of the periodie system including He from row I.
7; inereases eontinuously from Li (5.7 K) to N
(12.8 K) but 0, Fand Ne do not continue this
trend further. A striking fact is the 7; inerease
found after rare gas implantation with the highest
valuc of'J; = 9.7 K far He.
The 7;; incrcase with increasing number of
valenee clectrons from Li to N can only partially
be causcd by direet changes in the electronie
properties of the host metal, as it is unlikely, that
rare gases, espceially He give eleetrons to the Fermi
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ion, rcsulting in arearrangement of thc Nb
sublattice.
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SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF
ION BOMBARDED Nb LAYERS
G. LINKER
Kel'l!fol'schunqszentl'lI/n Kal'isl'uhe GmbH Institut fllr Anqewandte Kel'l1pl1ysik I, Post/ach 3640,
D-7500 Kal'lsruhe .I, Federal Republic 0/ Gel'l11any.
(Paperjil'st read at the Intemational Confel'ellce Oll Ion Beam Mndijicatioll oJ Materials, Septemher 4 8, 1978, Budapest,
lIunqaI'Y)·
The influence ofion bomban.lment on the superconducting transition temperature T.. and thc struclure ofthin evaporatcd
niobium layers has b,een invcstigatcd as a funcHon of ion species and layer purity. Irradiation through pure layers with
neon ions and fluences of typically lO16 ions/cm 2 leads \0 relatively small 1;, decn:ases (6~. "'-' 0.5 K), while in oxygen
contaminated layers larger effects dcpcnding on oxygen concentration are observed. Homogcncous implantation of
chemically active impurities (nitrogen, oxygen) also drastieally depresses T,. reachil1g the detection .limit of 1.2 K at a
cOl1ccl1tration of 15 at. %N. The Tc depressions correlate with a latticc parameter expansion of the Nb bcc structurc at
a rale of about 0.1 %per 1 at. %imp~lrity.
INTRODUCTION
Niobium is under normal eonditions the elemental
supereonductor with the highest supereondueting
transition temperature 1; of 9.3 K. 1; in niobium
is sensitive to disorder and to interstitially dis-
solved impurities. Substantial depressions of 1;,
e.g. were observed in bulk sampies with a few at. %
dissolved oxygen,!,2 or in layers where a high
degree of disorder was introdueed by vapor de-
position onto eryogenie snbstrates."- The in-
fluenee of impurities on the stabilization of dis-
ordcred phases of quench eondensed Mo and
Nb layers has reecntly been shown by Schroeder
el al. 5 Both disorder and impurities may be
conveniently introdueed into thin metaI films in
a quantitative way by ion bombardment.
The influenee of ion implantation and of irra-
diation through the layers with the bombarding
partieles being stopped in the substrates on the
supereondueting transition temperature has been
already studied in molybdenum and vanadium
thin films·,7 Substantial ehanges of 1; have been
observed in these experiments with 1; of Mo
inereasing up to 9.2 K and 1; of. V deereasing
down to the deteetion limit of 1.2 K. The 1;
altcrations were a funetion of the impurity eon-
centration and were depending on ion species.
1; was affeeted strongly by the implantation or
aetivation (i.e. for example reeoil implantation
from oxide precipitates) of ehemieally aetive im-
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purities like oxygen or nitrogen while layer bom-
bardment with Ne ions caused only smaller
effeets.
In this eontribution the influenee of ion doping
and disorder produeed by the irradiation proeess
on 1; and the strueture of evaporated niobium
films has been studied, The questions whether the
1; variations are eorrelated with structural dis-
tartions and whether disorder is stabilized by
ehemieally aetive impuritics were of special in-
terest.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Niobium thin films with thicknesses in the range of 120-250
nm were prepared by electron beam evaporation on to quartz
and vitreous earboll substrates kepl al mom temperature or
heated to 500-800°C. The background pressure in the chamber
typicaJly was 2 x 10- 9 Torr, and rose during deposition to
about 5 x 10- BTorr at evaporation rates of3 nm/s. Same layers
were deposited under reactive gas atmosphere (oxygen, nitro-
gen) with partial pressures varied in tbe range from 5 x 10- 8
tol x 10- 5 Torr,
Film thickness, purity, homogeneity and the impurity con-
tent and distribution have been analysed using Rutherford back-
scattering of 2 MeV He ions. The analysis ofthe films deposited
onto the carbon substrates allowed a cancentration determina-
tion of oxygen and nitrogen down to about 0,5 at. %.
Ion bomhardment was performed at room temperature with
oxygcn, nitrogen and neon ions. A homogeneous doping of thc
layers was performed by multiple energy implantation with
f1uences obtaincd from calculated implantation profiles. An
exampIe of a ca1cull1ted profile is demonstrated in Figurc 1.
The implantations were performctl with flucnces corresponding
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FIGURE 1 Ca1culated implantation profile for nitrogen in a
200 mn thick niobium laycr. Energy valucs and fiuences for
a 1 a1, %doping are indicated in thc figure.
to concentration values in the range from I to 30 aL %. "Pure"
damage i!l the Jayers was crcated by 360 KcV Ne ion bombard-
ment, such that the ions penetrated the Ia.ycrs and stoppcd in the
substrates (layer irradiation). With this procedtlfc a rather
homogcneous primary energy deposition is achieved in Jayers
with thicknesses of about 150 nm. Fluence~' in thc range of
1 x 1015_1 X 10 11 ions/cm2 were used in the irradiation
experiments.
A thin film Guinicr-camcra was cmployed for X-ray analysis
supplying structural informations like the phase, the Inttice
parameter and the grain size in the layers.
Thc transition temperaturc was measured resistively using a
standard four-probe arrangement. The resistivity and thc
resistance ratio /' (r = R)DD/R 1o) of the layers were also deter-
mined and considered as <l measure of laycr quaJity and dcfect
concentration in as cvaporated and in ion bombarded layers,
rcspcctively. The lowest tcmperature obtainablc in Ollr cryostat
was 1,2 K.
nitrogen atmospheres led to enhaneed impurity
contents in the layers and to reduetions of J;
down to the detection limit and of ,. values below
1 depending on the partial reaetive gas prcssure
in the evaporation ehamber.
All the layers evaporated under optimum
vaeuum eonditions revealed the pure bee-struc-
ture. The determination of the lattice parameter
was not unique due to strain in the layers. There-
fore a procedure on a relative seale taking a mean
value of the lattiee parameter determined from
the (310), (222) and (321) lines was adopted. These
lines are c10sest to the dilfraetion angle e= 55'
where the internal strain vanishes.8 This procedure
yielded a lattiee parameter of 3.301 which is c10se
to the bulk value of 3.3006. A eonsiderable dif-
ference in line width was observed for layers pre-
pared at room temperature and at elevated
temperatures. Partic1e sizes of about 12nm and
of 25 nm have been estimatcd for the different
temperatures respectively ifthe line broadening was
aseribed to partic1e size effeets alone. Evaporation
in the presence of reactive gases resulted in dis-
tortions of the Nb bee-strueture with eonsiderable
line broadening, intensity deerease and a line
shift to lower angles indicating a lattiee parameter
increase. The degree of distortion was depending
on impurity content and an amorphization of the
layers was observed at about 30 at. %of impurities
incorporated into the layers.
The results of the analysis of the as evaporated
layers show that r-values c10sely eorrelate with
growth eonditions (substrate temperatnre). Small
oxygen contents probably present in thc layers
in form of oxide preeipitates do not affeet Tc.
Hoth ,. and Tc however are sensitive to impnrities
ineorporated in to the bee-struetnre and are strongly
alfected via grain size elfeets at high impurity
levels finally causing amorphization of the
structure.
The ion bombardment of the Nb layers resulted
in decreases of the transition temperature Tc,
reduetions of the resistivity ratio rand in structnral
distortions. These elfeets were depending on ion
species and layer purity.
Implantations with nitrogen, oxygen and neon
ions were performed into layers with the least
oxygen eontent. A homogeneons doping is essen-
tial when Tc decreases have to be deteeted. The
homogencity of the implantation performed with
the proeednre deseribed above was tested by the
backscattering teehnique. As an example baek-
scattering peaks from an unimplanted and an im-
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The properties of the as evaporated Nb layers
were depending on the deposition conditions.
Layers prepared under optimum vacuum con-
tions onto substrates at room temperature had
Tc-values around 9.4 K and ,.-values of about 4.
Thc oxygen content determined from layers on
earbon substrates was in the range between 1-2
at. %. Layers prepared at clevated substrate
temperatures (500~600°C) had 1; values of 9.3 K,
,. values up to 10 and oxygen contents below 1 at. %.
The high Tc-values in layers with relatively high
oxygen contents indicate that oxygen was not
interstitially itlcorporated into the Nb bee-struc-
ture but probably was present in the layers in form
of oxide precipitates at grain boundaries.' At
substrate temperatures above 700'C both Tc and
,. deereased. Similarly evaporations in oxygen 01'
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FIGURE 2 Niobium peaks from backscattering spectra of a
layer before and after implantation with a high dose nitrogen
indicating a homogeneolls impurity distribution.
plan ted (with 30 at. %N) area on a Nb layer are
shown in Figure 2. The redueed peak height in the
spectrum from the implanted layer is due to the
change of the energy loss on aeeount of the in-
corporated nitrogen thus reflecting the nitrogen
distribution. The peak areas are proportional to
the number of the Nb atoms. The relatively small
deerease of the peak area (- 3%) after the high
fluenee bombardment neeessary for a 30 at. %
doping indicatcs that sputtering effeets are small
in the implantation experiments,
The influenee of nitrogen implantation on I;
is shown in Figure 3 where I; of the implanted
[ayers is plotted versus nitrogen coneentration
determined from the implantation fluenees. Dif-
ferent I; values, at the same eoneentration indicate
the reprodueibility of the experiments performed
with different layers. A eontinuous depression of
I; is observed with nitrogen eoneentration down
to the I; deteetion limit at 15 at. %N. For higher
N eoneentrations a slight I; inerease is observed.
Though this effeet must be still eonflrmed it may
be due to nitride precipitation in the layers. An
inerease of I; after a high dose nitrogen implanta-
tion into Nb layers above the initial valne together
with probable 6-NbN formation after annealing
was reported by Oamo er aI? These authors also
observed a peak formation in the range of im-
planted nitrogen in ehannelling-baekseattering
FIGURE 3 Tc as a function of implanted nitrogen COll-
centration, T,.~values for 5 at. %oxygCtl and neon implantation
are included for comparison.
experiments with implanted Nb single crystals.
These results agree with our own observations
where peak formation starting at about 20 at. %N
eoneentration was deteeted indieating phase trans-
formations. 10
In addition to the nitrogen implantations oxygen
and neon profiles eorresponding to 5 at. %impurity
concentration were implanted for comparison.
While oxygen eaused a similar I; depression like
that observed for nitrogen only a relatively small
effeet oeeurred for the neon implantation. The
measurement points are ineluded in Figure 3.
In the irradiation experiments with Ne ions
through the layers I; depressions have also been
observed. Here the effeet was a fnnetion of ion
fluenee and was depending on oxygen eontent.
Results for two layers, NbE 921 and NbE 1032,
with oxygen contents of less 0.5 at. % and of
7.4 at. %and initial I; values of 9.18 K and 8.13 K,
respeetively, irradiated with fluenees of I x 1016,
5 X 1016 and 1 x 1017 Ne+/em2 are quoted here
as an example. The relative I; depressions, !J.I;/I;,
for the three fluenees were for NbE 921: 0,057,
0.14,0,25 and for NbE 1032: 0.12, 0.26, 0.51, respee-
tively. This example shows that the larger I;
depressions oeeur in layers with the higher oxygen
eontent in aeeordanee with similar observation in
vanadinm layers.7 The effeet is thought to be due
to impurity aetivation during the irradiation
proeess, i.e. reeoil implantation of oxygen into
the Nb grains from oxide preeipitates or surfaee
oxide layers. Thus the quantitative results will
depend on grain size; this and also the role of
surfaee oxides must still be explored in detail to
quote quantitative results.
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FIGURE 4 Tr of irradiated and implantcd Nb layers as a
fUllction of thc resislance ratio r.
The Tc depressions in the implanted and irradia-
ted layers were accompanied by a deerease of the
resistance ratio 1\ and a correlation between 7~
and r in a rather narroW band was found. This
Tc versus r relationship is plotted in Figure 4,
showing Tc saturation for r-values above 3 and a
sharp drop for ,.-values below 2. The unique
relationship between Tc and r irrespective of the
irradiation and implantation conditions and the
initial properties of the Nb layers suggests a eom-
mon defeet strueture in the ion bombarded layers.
A similar relationship in as prepared and ion
irradiated Nb-Ge supereondueting films has been
already reported by Poate el al. 11
X-ray analysis of the bombarded layers re-
vealed that the Tc depressions eorTelate with dis-
tortions of the Nb bee-strueture. The bee-structure
is preserved up to an impurity eoneentration of
15 at. % showing some line weakening and a
eonsiderable inerease of the lattice parameter a.
The relative change of a is shown in Figure 5 as a
funetion of nitrogen eoneentration with an almost
linear inerease up to 20 at. %N. In the nitrogen
eoneentration range of 20-25 at. %the high angle
lines disappeared and only faint and broad low
angle !ines were observed indieating heavy strue-
tural distortions towards amorphization. At 30
at. %new lines appear in the X-ray photographs
probably due to nitride preeipitation as diseussed
before.
In summary, T:: in niobium layers is sensitive to
implanled or aetivated chcmically active impurities
callsing depression down to 1.2 K. A common
defcet strueture is suggested to be rcsponsible for
this elfeet. X-ray analysis showcd that the im-
pllrities eause a distortion of the bee phase with
a sizablc lattiee expansion and with the degree of
distortion growingwith impurity eOlleentratioll.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES ON He- AND Ar-IRRADIATED Nb 3Ge THIN FILMS
J. Pflüger and O. Meyer
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut für Angewandte Kernphysk, P.O. Box 3640, D-7500 Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany
(Receivcd 16 July 1979; in revised form 30 July 1979 by P.H. Dedrichs)
We have performed measurements of relative integrated X-ray intensities in
order to study the influence of radiation damage on the AIS structure of
superconducting Nb 3Ge. With increasing He- and Ar-ion fluence an increase
cf the "temperature factar" and the lattice parameter has beeu observed
in the fluence region where the depression of the supercollducing transition
temperature Tc was found to occur. Both parameters do not uniquely
depend on the decrease of Tc' Further a decrease of the total relative X-ray
intensity i8 found für particle fluences in the saturation region of Tc' The
results are interpreted in terms of statie atom displacements statistically
distributed in the irradiated volume.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE SUPERCONDUCTING transition temperature of
material with AIS structure is strongly depressed by par-
tiele and neutron irradiation [1-4]. The nature of
defects responsible for this decrease is still uncertain.
Three kinds of defects structures have been identit1ed
up to now. (I) Disordered microregions observed with
SlnaH-angle neutron scattering [5] and transmission-
eIectron-microscopy [6] in neutron irradiated Nb 3Sn.
(2) Antisite defects, i.e. the interchange of A- and
B-atoms from X~ray and neutron diffraction exper-
iments after irradiation with fast neutrons [7]. (3)
Statle displacements of atoms from their ideallatlice
sites by channeling experiments on He· and Kr-irradi·
ated V3Si-single crystals [2,8,9]. From similarities in
the dependence of various physical properties such as
electrical resistivity, specific heat, magnetic susceptibil·
ity and upper critical field on irradiation with different
particles such as electrons or light ions and heavy ions
cr neutrons, which afe known to produce quite differ~
ent damage structures, the existence cf a universal defect
preferentially responsible for the observed changes havc
been suggested [3]. It has been shown earlier that differ-
ent damage structures are present in V3Si-single crystals
after irradiation with light (He) and heavy (Kr) noble gas
ions [2, 10]. In strongly disordered regions produced
after Kr-irradiation the distribution of displaced I.ttice
atoms was also found to be inhomogcncous with a
normal distribution around their originallattice site. The
average displacement amplitude was found to increase
with increasing Kr-ion iluence up to a flucnce of abaut
4 xl 0 14 Kr cm -2, where a complete amorphisation was
reached [13].
In order to get more information on the existence
of static displacements in polycrystalline material with
Al 5 structure after irradiation with light and heavy ions
we performed measurements of relative integrated X-ray
intensities on superconducting Nb 3Ge-Iayers before and
after irradiation with 350 keV He- and 650 keV Ar-ions.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
Nb,Ge layers, ahout 220 to 250 nm thlek have been
produced by simultaneaus evaporation onto hot
sapphirc substrates (- 850'C). Layers were irradiated at
room-temperature with various fluences of 300 keV He-
and 650 keV Ar-ions. The energies chosen allowed the
ions to penetrate through the Nb 3 Ge layers and come to
rest in the substrates: Critical tempcratures and resistiv·
ities were determined by using a standard four~point
probe technique. Lattice parameter and intcnsity
rneasurements were carried out with a Seemann-Bohlin
focusing camera and a Seemann-Bohlin focusing diffrac-
tometer. A Ge-monochromator was used to seleet
Cu-KG1-radiation.
In order to provide a reproducible instailation in the
diffractometer as well as in the ion-irradiation and Tc~
measuring facilities, the sampies were mounted on
special sampie holders. In this way measurements were
performed on exactly the same spot. The area irradiated
with ions was large, (about lOmm in diameter) than the
X-ray beam diameter (about 3 X 5 mm). Intensities of 13
lines from the Nb 3Ge layer were measured prior and
after irradiation at different fluences. In order to cancel
out iong time drift on the X-ray tube, the integrated 3 I 1
line of a gold layer was routineiy used to calibrate the
intensities on a relative scale. The results are plotted as
thc naturallogarithm of the X-ray intensity ratio [/10 vs
(sin2e)!A2 where Adenotes the wavelength of the X-ray
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Fig. 1. (a) The naturallogarithm of the integrated X-ray intensity ratio 1/10 as a fnnetion of sin20. T\1e X·ray inten-
sity I as measured after He~irradiation with various fluences indicated in the figure 18 normalized by 10, the intensity
prior to irradiation. (b) Similar funetional dependenee as in (a) after irradiation with varions Ar-flnenees as indieated
in the fignre.
radiation employed. I is the intensity of a partienlar !ine
after irradiation and 10 the intensity of the same reflex
prior to irradiation. The intensity ratio i8 altered due to
irradiation effeets only. The lalliee parameters were
determined at an angle of 45' to the snbstrate snrfaee
where it has been shown that the influenee of stress
effeets will eaneel out [lI].
3. RESULTS
Single phase AIS Nb,Ge layers have been produeed
with Tc -values of 21.7 K at half transition and with a
transition width of about 1 K. Residual resistivity ratio
values up to 2 were reaehed and the lowest residual
resistivity value was 40 )lU-ern. Lattiee parameters
measnred for these layers were 5.145 A.
The naturallogarithm of the integrated intensities
ratio is presented in Figs. l(a) and (b) as funetion of
sin28 after irradiation with various fluences of He- and
Ar-ions. The fluences and the superconducting transition
temperatures determined after irradiation are indicated
in Figs. l(a) and (b). Least square fit straight !ines have
been drawn through the experimental points. Tbe slope
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Fig. 2. The relative deerease of T, after irradiation with
He- and Ar-ions as funetion of the average displacement
amplitude. Results obtained from ehanneling measure-
ments on He- and Ar-irradiated V,Si-single erystals are
inc1uded for eomparison. Further included is the result
of a neutron diffraction experiment on a neutron irradj·
ated V,Si-single erystai [12].
of these eurves is equai to 2B/,,', where B, the tempera,
ture eoeffident, is equai to 81T'<Ut> and <ur) is the mean
square displacement of atoms from thcir mean position
normalto the refleeling plane. No diseriminalion has
beenmade between Nb- and Ge-atoms. With inereasing
ion fluence and decreasing Tc the slope and therefore
<ur) is found to inerease for He - as weli as for Ar -
irradiated layers. A similar saturation value T~ of Tc
equai to 3.8 K is observed for He - as welias for Ar-
irradiation to high fluenees.
Besides the intensity lass duc to an increase in the
temperature factor there is a lass of total intensity at
high ion fluences, Le. the intensity of allIines decrcased
by the same amount. This is indieated by the points of
interseclion of the straight iines with the ordinates in
Figs. l(a) and (b). The total intensity loss inereases
strongly in the fluence region where Tc~saturation
oeeurs. For He-fluenees where T, is lowered to 5.7 and
4.5 K the totallntenslly loss is 7 ± 2% and 25 ± 8%,
respeetively. If T, is lowered to 5.3 K by Ar-irradiation
the total intensity loss is even 40 ± 12%. At Ar-fluenees
of about 2 X 1014 Ar em-' eausing a T,-reduetion to the
saturation of 3.8 K, reflexes eould no longer be separ-
ated from the background indicating that the layer is
nearly amorphous.
The dependenee of the relative T,-reduetion
(AT, + 'r,,)/Tg, where AT, is equal to Tg - T~" with
T~" being the T,-values for the non-irradiated and the
irradiated layer respectively, on the mean square dis~
placement is shown in Fig. 2. Fur equal values of
redueed T" «uJ:»lI'-va1ues are larger fur Ar- than for
He-irradiated layers, For the He-irradiated layer a eom-
piete Tc·rcduction corresponds to a mean displacement
amplitude of 0.1 !\.. Statie displacements seem to be a
common defeet in irradiated AI5 materials as it has
also been observed for He-irradiated V,Si single erystals
using the ehanneling teehnique [8-10]. The values for
He- and Kr-irradiated V,Si-single erystals as measured
by the ehanneling teehnique have been included in Fig.
2. The displacement amplitudes measured after Kr-
irradiation are larger than those of He-irradiated V,Si-
single crystals and continue to increase at large fluences
in the region of T,-saturation. Also included in Fig. 2 is
the mean displacement amplitude as measured by Cox
and Tarvin [12] fur a neutron irradiated V,Si-single
erystal in good agreement with the ehanneling data.
For sirnilar values of reduced Tc the relative iute-
grated X-ray intensity is smaller fur Ar-irradiated layers
than that for the He-irradiated Nb,Ge-Iayers. This is
clearly visible in Fig. 3 where T, is plotled in dependence
of In (//10 ) fur the S2l-line. This difference in intensity
~ x He -NbJGe
e oAr -NbJGe
-os
-1.0
5,190
5,180
5170
5,160
--~15,150
Fig. 3. Naturallogarithm of the X-ray integrated intensity ratio of the 521 reflex and the lattiee parameter as a fune-
tion of T, after irradiation of Nb,Ge-Iayers with He- and Ar-ions.
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is partly due to the enhanced average displacement
amplitude for Ar-irradiated Nb,Ge-films. In addition an
increasing amount of total intensity loss Is observed for
Ar-irradiated sampies with T,-values below 10 K. The
reduetion of intensity is eaused by the enhaneed produe-
tion of disordered regions in the eollision easeade of the
Ar-ions. The inereased damage level in Ar-irradiated
sampies obviously does not influenee T, as it is not
present in He-irradiated Nb,Ge-Iayers.
The lattlee parameter of the irradiated sampies as
funetion of Ar- and He-fluenee Is also shown in Fig. 3.
The increase of the tattice parameter with increasing
fluence and decreasing Tc-values is stranger for Ar-
irradiated than for the He-irradiated sampies indicating
that the latllee parameter does not uniquely depend on
T, however does depend on the amount of damage pro-
duced in irradiation experiments.
4. SUMMARY AND D1SCUSSION
We have observed that for similar redueed T,-values
the increase of the tattice parameter I the meau displace-
ment amplitude and the amount of randomly displaced
atoms (totalloss of X-ray Intensity) is larger for Ar- than
for He-irradiated Nb,Ge-layers. With inereasing He- and
Ar-ion fluences the differences in taUice parameter)
meau displacement amplitude and amorphous compo~
neut increase and a total amorphisation of the irradiated
volume is reachcd for a fluence of 2 X 10 14 Ar cm -2.
These observations are in agreement with results
obtained from channeling experiments on He- and Ar-
irradiated V,Si single erystals, where two different
damage eomponents have been seen: (a) the first
eomponent, preferentially produeed after He-irradiation
in the transmission region of the He-particles, consisted
of statistieally displaeed V-atoms from thei! lattice site
with a comparatively small average displacement ampli-
tude of 0.05 A. The seeond damage eomponent whieh is
preferentially produeed at the end of the He-track or
along the total track ofheavy ions was inhomogeneously
distributed in the irradlated volume. Tbis second damage
carnponent as produced in the collision cascades con~
sisted of displaced V-atoms having a normai distribution
around thei! originallattlee site and an amorphous
eomponent. The ehanneling results indleate that
V-atoms are displaeed with a large mean displacement
amplitude, for example 50 at.% V-atoms with 0.5 A [10,
13].
The strong inerease ofthe mean displacement ampli-
tude in Ar-irradiated Nb,Ge-layers is probahly due to
this seeond damage eomponent, whieh completely
shadows the possible existenee of the first component.
A continuous transition betwecn increasing displacement
amplitude to a random distribution of atoms is observed
during irradiation indleating that the atoms have stable
positions in any distance from their originallattice site8.
T, does not dIrecdy depend on the temperature
faetor and the latliee parameter. The lattlee parameter
however seems to depend on the amount and structure
of the damage present. For the diseussion of a possible
dependence between damage and T, the distribution of
the damage in the irradiated volume is most important.
Tbe displacement of nearly all Nb-atoms with an aver-
age displ?eement amplitude of ab out 0.1 Aas observed
for He irradiated Nb,Ge-Iayers is sufficient to lower T,
to its saturation value. This displacement amplitude is
about twiee as large as that observed for He-irradiated
V,Si. The second damage eomponent, large displace-
ment amplitudes of less lattice atoms, i8 not pIesent
after He-irradiation up to moderate fluences and does
therefore not contribute to the Tc·reduction mechan~
Ism. in Ar-irradiated Nb,Ge·layers this seeond damage
carnponent determines thc temperature facto! and the
lattlee parameter and shadows therefore the possible
existence of thc first damage cornponent. Here we have
only indireet hints such as the funetional dependence
of Tc on the residual resistivity l Po l which is similar für
He- and Ar-irradiation and from a similar functional
dependenee of Po on the He- and Ar-fluenee indicating
that the first damage eomponent exists as weH after
heavy ion irradiation and i8 responsible für the Tc·
reducHon mcchanisTIl.
Tbe aeeuracy of the present X-ray intensity
measurements does not allow to evaluate the possible
influence of anti·site defects as a source fer the Tc~
reduction mechanism, especially as the scattering
powers of Nb and Ge are not very different.
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The Inftuence of Light- and Heavy-Ion Irradiation
on the Structure, Resistivity, and Superconducting
Transition Temperature of V3Si.
A Comparative Study
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Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH, Institut für Angewandte Kernphysik,
Karlsruhe, West Germany
(Received September 4, 1979)
Channeling and x-ray diffraction measurements on Kr- and He-irradiated
V3 Si single crystals and films reveal different damage levels for fiuences in
cases where the superconducting transition temperature Tc has been reduced
by the same amount, This indicates that only special defect structures are
responsible for the Te-reduction mechanism. In the fiuence region where Tc is
decreasing, Tc correlates with residual resistivity Po, independent of the kind of
irradiation. However, at particle fiuences where Tc saturation occurs, different
saturation values of Po are observed, The exponential decrease and the
saturation of Tc with fiuence are explained by a similar behavior of Po versus
fiuence in the damage production and saturation processes. The increase of the
lattice parameter is not uniquely dependent on the decrease of Tc, but also on
the amount of damage present. .
1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have been performed on the influence of irradiation
on the physical properties of superconducting materials with the A-15
structure (see, e.g., Ref. 1). Large depressions of the superconducting
transition temperature Tc have been observed after irradiation with'neu-
trons, 2 heavy ions,3,4 light ions, 5 and electrons,6 Different defect structures
and defect density distributions are produced during irradiation with elec-
trons or light ions and neutrons or heavy ions, Nevertheless, the mechanism
responsible for the radiation-induced reduction of Tc appears to be similar.
From this, the question arises of whether there exists a universal defect
which indeed could ultimately limit the highest Tc value obtainable in
materials with the A-15 structure.5
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Several kinds of defects have been determined in the past: (a) From
x-ray diffraction measurements a reduction of the Btagg-Williams long-
range order parameter S,7 which is theoretically related to Te,8 was found.
(b) In neutron-irradiated Nb3Sn disordered regions of sizes between 20 and
60 A have been observed, surrounded by a less disordered matrix. The
proximity effect between these disordered regions with low Tc and the
surrounding matrix with high Tc was proposed to explain the exponential
decrease of Tc with neutron fluence. 9 (c) In irradiated V3Si single crystals the
existence of static atomic displacements has been determined. 10.1l Monte
CarIo computer simulations of these channeling measurements confirmed
the defect model of statistic;ally distributed static displacements. 12 As a
consequence of this damage, the symmetry of the system is disturbed, which
may effect the electronic properties of the material.
A controversial discussion arose at the International Discussion Meet-
ing on Radiation Effects on Superconductivity at Argonne1and afterwards13
on the existence of different Tc degradation mechanisms in light-ion and
neutron-irradiated A-15 materials. In this paper a comparative study has
been performed on V3Si thin films and V3Si single crystals irradiated with
light ions (He) and heavy ions (Kr) in order to determine similarities or
dissimilarities in the correlations between Tc and fluence, electrical resis-
tivity, x-ray intensity, lattice parameter, and dechanneling cross section. The
results, we hope, will lead to a better understanding of the defect structures
present after irradiation with ions transferring quite different mean energies
in primary collisions to the lattice atoms, and on the infltience of these defect
structures on the various physical properties mentioned above.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
A HF sputtering system was used for the preparation of V3Si thin films.
The geometry of the composed V and Si cathode was optimized in order to
get laterally homogeneous layers with a 3/1 ratio for V/Si over a length of
3 cm. The following parameters were used during deposition: HF power
300 W, bias voltage 1300 V, Ar pressure 1.3 x 10-1 Torr. None of these
parameters had a strong influence on the growth process and film properties.
Single-crystalline V3Si films were deposited on hot, single-crystalline Ah03
substrates. The substrate temperaturewas found to be the most important
parameter for epitaxial growth. Polycrystalline films for x-ray analysis were
deposited on slightly lapped Ah03 substrates. Composition, thickness, and
the degree of crystallinity have been determined by using2-MeV He-ion
backscattering and channeling.14 The layers have been irradiated at roOm
temperature with 350-keV He ions or 600-keV Kr ions. Similar irradiations
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have been performed with a V3Si single crystal cut perpendicular to the
(110) direction.
Structural information has been obtained by diffraction measurements
employing a thin-film x-ray camera and a thin-film diffractometer. The
resistivity and the superconducting transition temperature were determined
resistively using a standard four-point probe arrangement. The lowest
temperature attainable in our cryostat was 1.2 K. Isochronal annealing has
been performed in vacua of 10-7 Torr up to 700°C and of 10-9 Torr for
higher temperatures.
3. DEFECT PRODUCTION PARAMETERS
The mean projected range R D of 350-keV He and 600-keV Kr ions in
V3Si is about 920 nm for He and 110 nm for Kr. With these energies the
particles penetrated the V3Si layers, which had a thickness cif 200 nm for He
and 50 nm for Kr irradiation. The energy density deposition profiles of the
bombarding ions have been calculated by a computer program of Brice.15
For He particles the energy loss due to nuclear collisions is nearly indepen-
dent of the depth within the film thickness (transmission region) and is found
to be 2.3 eVInm. For Kr ions the energy density deposited into nuclear
collisions increases as a function of depth. The energy loss is 500 eVInm at
the surface and is about 1400 eVInm at a depth of 50 nm.
In order to estimate the cross section for primary collisions CTD, the
mean energy transferred in such a collision t, and the mean free path of
the bombarding ion lPK, a NieIsen potential has been used.16 In Table I the
calculated values are summarized for 350-keV He and 600-keV Kr ions and
are compared with data for neutron irradiation in a reactor.
Due to the energy distribution of neutrons in a reactor there also results
a distribution of tranging from 5 keV for a neutron with 100 keV to
100 keV for a neutron with 2 MeV. At low neutron energies, t is similar to
the value for Kr-ion irradiation; for high neutron energies the primary
TABLE I
Comparison of Damage Production Parameters for 350-keV He, 600-keV Kr, and 0.1-2-MeV
n in V3Si .
(dEI dx) nuclean
erD, cm2RD,nm eV/nm t,keV lPK,nm
350-keVHe 920 2.3 3.4 x 10-18 0.2 39
600-keV Kr 110 500-1400 1.2 x 10-16 4 1.1
0.1-2-MeVn 109 2.5x 10-24 5-100 5 x107
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knocked-on lattice atom can be considered to behave in the defect produc-
tion like a heavy ion direcHy imp1anted at energies of about 100 keV. Thus
we expect similar damage structures for Kr- and n- irradiated samp1es, which
differ from those produced by He irradiation. As IpK is on1y 1.1 nm for Kr
ions compared to 39 nm for He ions, one expects a higher density of defects
a10ng the track of the Kr ions.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Film Quality
The V3Si films sputtered onto Ah03 sing1e-crystalline substrates were
found to be single' crystalline with a mosaic spread of 0.6 deg as determined
by channeling measurements. 14 The highest Tc va1ue obtained was 16.7 K
with a transition width I::.. Tc of 0.1 K. The highest residual resistivity ratio r
was 22. Po1ycrystalline V3Si films had Tc va1ues of 16.4 K with I::.. Tc of 0.2 K
and r va1ues up to 17. The residual resistivities Po of these films were found to
be between 2.5 and 5 .uD.-cm. The Tc, I::.. Tc, r, and po va1ues did not depend on
film thickness in the range between 5,0 and 700 nm.
4.2. Results from Channeling Measurements
Channeling measurements on irradiated V3Si single crysta1s provide a
direct too1 to determine the defect profi1e. 17 This can be seen from the
aligned backscattering spectra in Fig. 1. In this figure (llO)-aligned spectra
are presented prior to and after irradiation with various fluences of 600-keV
Kr ions as indicated in the figure. With increasing Kr fluence the defect peak
area increases. The peak maximum is found at a depth of about 120 nm, in
good agreement with the calcu1ated va1ue (see Tab1e I). At a Kr fluence of
1 x 1014 Kr/cm2, the defect peak touches the random level, indicating that
a11 V atoms are random1y disp1aced in a depth range between 50 and
150 nm. The Si atoms are also comp1ete1y disp1aced, as can be judged from
the peak height 10cated at 400 nm in the spectrum, in comparison to the
height of the Si step in the random spectrum.
Angular yie1d curves, which showed a narrowing of the critica1 angle
and an increase of the minimum yie1d, have been taken at a depth of about
50 nm. From the narrowing of the angular yie1d curve the changes of the
mean displacement amplitudes are eva1uated using a simple ana1ytica1
treatmeneo and the results are summarized in Tab1e H.
Channeling resu1ts from He-irradiated V3Si single crysta1s have been
discussed previous1y.1O·12.17 The defect profile produced by 300-keV He
ions differs from that produced by Kr ions. Here on1y a slight increase of the
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Fig. 1. Random and {llO)-aligned energy spectra of 2-MeV He ions elastic-
ally scattered from a V3Si single crystaI. Aligned spectra are shown before and
after implantation of 600-keV Kr ions at various fiuentes. The depth scale is
calculated for He ions scattered from V atoms.
dechanneling yield was observed in the transmission region up to a depth of
about 300 nm. The main damage is produced at the end of the He-ion range
at about 700 nm. However, for a comparison with results from He-
irradiated thin films with thicknesses below 250 nm we are only concerned
with defects in the transmission region. The main defect structure in this
region is made up of static atomic displacements (see Table II), which cause a
narrowing of the critical angle and an increase of th6 dechanneIing yield. A
mean displacement amplitude of 0.03 A at a reduced Tc value of 7 K was
measured by Cox and Tarvin18 in agreement with the channeling data.
TABLE 11
Mean Static Displacement Amplitudes (As Evaluated from Channeling Measurements) Intro-
duced by Irradiation of V3Si Single Crystals with Various Fluences of Kr and He Ions
Kr fiuence, Kr+/cm2 1 x 1013 3 X 1013 6 X 1013
Tc~K 10.3 3.8 1.4{u )1/2, A 0.06 0.08 0.1
He fiuence, He+/cm2 0.9 x 1016 2 X 1016 6 X 1016
Tc~K ·8.2 4,0 2.1{u )1/2, A 0.03 0.05 0.07
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4.3. Results from X-ray Measurements
Comparative integrated x-ray line intensity measurements have been
performed before and after irradiation of the sampIes with various Kr and
He fluences. In addition Tc values have been measured on the irradiated
part of the sampIes. As an example, the intensity of the (520) line is plotted
in Fig. 2 as a function of the Tc values obtained after irradiation with He and
Kr ions.
It is clearly seen that in the fluence region where Tc decreases the line
intensity of the Kr-irradiated sampIe is smaller than that of the He-
irradiated sampIe. The x-ray lines disappear completely for Kr fluences
above 2 x 1014 Kr/cm2 • This result is in good agreement with that obtained
from channeling measurements as shown in Fig. 1, indicating that the strang
disorder regions as visible in the aligned backscattering spectra after irradi-
ation with Kr ions lead to a loss of x-ray intensity.
Little decrease of the x-ray line intensity is observed for He-irradiated
sampIes having Tc values above 4 K. From channeling measurements we
know that mainly displaced atoms with small displacement amplitudes exist
in the transmission region for He-irradiated sampIes. More precise intensity
measurements are in progress in order to investigate the influence of these
slightly displaced atoms on the x-ray line intensity in the fluence region
where the Tc depression occurs. For higher He fluences the decrease of the
x-ray intensity is clearly seen in Fig. 2. .
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Fig. 2. X-ray integrated intensity ratio of the (520) line and
the lattice parameter as function of Tc after irradiation of
V3Si layers with He and Kr ions.
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Lattice parameter values are also presented in Fig. 2. In the fluence
region where the strong Tc depression occurs, quite different values are
obtained for He- and Kr-irradiated sampIes. The lattice parameter is found
to increase more strongly with decreasing Tc for Kr-irradiated sampIes. This
shows that the lattice parameter preferentially correlates with the total
amount of damage rather than with Tc'
4.4. Influence oi the Ion Fluence on the Residual Resistivity
From the results of the preceding sections it is obvious that the damage
structure and defect density distributions are quite different for He- and
Kr-irradiated sampIes. It is of interest to see if this difference is reflected in
other properties, such as the residual resistivity Po. In Fig. 3 the change Äpo
(the residual resistivity before irradiation has been subtracted) is plotted as a
function of the He and Kr fluence for both polycrystalline and single-
crystalline thin V3Si films. No pronounced difference in the influence of
irradiation on layers of different crystallinity can be seen. A clear difference,
however, is found in the saturation value, which is about 130 /Ln-ern for He-
and about 200 /Ln-ern for Kr-irradiated sampIes. The Äpo dependence on
He fluence F exhibits an exponential behavior of the form Äpo =
A[l- exp( - BF)] (solid line in Fig. 3), where A, the saturation value, is
equal to 130 /Ln-ern and B is equal to 7 x 10-17 cm2 • The Äpo vs F depen-
dence for Kr cannot be described by such a formula because a second
ßpo 5'1013 10 Kr-FLUENCE 151Kr/cm2J 20-1013
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Fig. 3. Change of the residual resistivity of single- and po!ycrystalline V3Si layers
as function of He- and Kr-ion fluence.
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damage eomponent seems to eontribute to Po in the fluenee region above
1 x 1014 Kr/em2• In this fluenee region the V3Si layer beeomes eompletely
amorphous as diseussed in Seetion 4.2. If this seeond damage eontribution
from the eompletely amorphous state is negleeted, the measured data up to a
fluenee of 6 x 1013 Kr/em2, where Tc has already reaehed the lower satura-
tion value, ean be fitted with A = 140 /-Ln-em and B = 6.0 X 10-14 (solid
line). A similar saturation value is then found for Kr and for He irradiation.
The general form of the formula for Apo as given above is easily derived
by setting Po proportional to CD, the eoneentration of defeets, and by
ealculating the rate of CD as a funetion of the flux (ions/em2 see). The
saturation level is either due to an equilibrium between damage produetion
and annealing or due to the saturation of the irradiated volume with
defeets. 16 In order to test which meehanism would hold for the saturation
proeess, irradiations at LN temperature have been performed with the result
that no further inerease of Po has been obtained for Kr-irradiated sampIes.
In eontrast, a further inerease of Po was observed for He-irradiated sampIes,
indicating that for He irradiation at room temperature the saturation of po is
due to an equilibrium between damage produetion and annealing.
4.5. Influence of Ion Flnence on Tc
The Tc deerease with inereasing fluenee is shown in Fig. 4 for Kr- and
He-irradiated sampIes. The fluenee neeessary for a eertain amount of Tc
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Fig. 4. Superconducting transition temperature and transition widths as a function of
the He- and Kr-ion fluences.
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reduction is about three orders of magnitude larger for the He- than for the
Kr-irradiated sampie. This difference is explained by the different energy
densities deposited by He and Kr ions in V3Si (see Table I). The saturation
value is 1.3-1.4 K for He as weH as for Kr ions. The width of the transition
t:.Tc increases with fluence and has a maximum at a Tc value of about 9 K,
with t:. Tc equal to about 0.6 K for Kr irradiation and t:. Tc equal to about
0.4 K for He irradiation. Tc decreases exponentiaHy over the whole range of
fluences for both Kr and He irradiations. The dependence of Tc on fluence is
weH described by an exponential term similar to that described in Section 4.4
with a constant B of about the same value for He as for Kr irradiation.
4.6. Correlation of Tc with Po and Pth
With increasing ion fluence both the resistivity at room temperature PRT
and the residual resistivity Po(T~ Tc) were found to increase. In Fig. 5, Tc is
given as a function of t:.po for Kr- and He-irradiated V3Si single-crystalline
films. For comparison, three values obtained from a n-irradiated bulk V3Si
single crystal have been included. 19 It is clearly seen that Tc correlates with
t:.po independent of the kind of radiation, although it is clear from the results
of Seetions 4.2 and 4.3 that different damage densities and structures exist
under conditions where Tc has been reduced by similar amounts. Tc depends
, 600 keV Kr
I 350 keV f-'e
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x xx
o 50 100 toPo [~QanI15O 200
Fig. 5. Superconducting transition temperature as a function of
the change in the residual resistivity after He and Kr irradiation.
Inc1uded are results from a n -irradiated V3Si single crystal19
and theoretical results (solid lines20).
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Fig. 6. Residual resistivity and superconducting transition temperature
as a function of ftuence.
almost li~early on l:1po. This dependence is expected, as Tc (F) and 6.po(F)
have similar exponential dependences on F, as discussed previously.
The question arises of "threshold fluences" for both Tc and PO.19
Helium-ion irradiations of single-crystalline V3Si films at low fluences have
been performed and the results are given in Fig. 6. The residual resistivity is
found to increase linearly with fluence, whereas Tc seems to be insensitive to
irradiation at low fluences. This is in contrast to results from a n-irradiated
bulk single crystal of similar low Po. 19
In Fig. 7, Tc is correlated with the thermal part of the resistivity Pth. The
Tc is found to decrease with decreasing Pth. However, we have always
observed a slight increase in Pth for small fluences, and the main effect occurs
after the first irradiation. An explanation for this behavior cannot be given.
At high fluences, in the Tc saturation region, Pth is the difference of two large
numbers l:1po and p(T) of equal magnitude and this probably causes the
fluctuation of Pth about the zero value.
A theoretical model has been developed2o which combines theoretical
energy-band properties for perfeet V3Si crystals and measured electrical
resistivities. With this model the density of electronic states N(EF) , the
Fermi velocity VF, and the plasma frequency n;=41TC2N(EF)(V~)/3are
calculated as a function of Po and Pth. Further, assuming that A, the
electron-phonon coupling constant, is proportional to N(EF ) , Tc is cal-
culated as a function of po. The results of this calculation are included as solid
lines in Fig. 5. These two solid lines have been calculated assuming vibra-
tional amplitudes corresponding to 300 and 400 K, respectively, and A equal
to 0.9 for perfect V3Si.20 In general, the agreement between measured and
calculated values is good. Small deviations occur at low l:ipo values, where Tc
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Fig. 7. Superconducting transition temperature as a function of the thermal
part of the resistivity Pth'
is seen to deerease immediately with inereasing Apo, in eontrast to the
theoretical predietion. At high Apo values above 100 .an-ern the measured
Tc values are somewhat below the ealculated values.
The thermal part of the resistivity Pth =PRT- Po is proportional to Atn
the eleetron-phonon eoupling transport eonstant, which is closely related to
A and inversely proportional to the square of the plasma frequeney. For
materials with the A-15 strueture A is nearly equal to A.tro 21 We have
ealculated Pth under these eonditions as a funetion of Tc using the np(po)
dependenee as determined in Ref. 20. A deerease of Tc withdeereasing Pth
was obtained in agreement with the experimental results in Fig. 7. Cal-
eulated values, however, are about a faetor of 2larger than the experimental
values over the whole range of Tc.
4.7. Annealing Effects
Isoehronal annealing proeesses have been applied to Kr- and He-
implanted sampies with fluenees where Tc had just reaehed the saturation
value (5 x 1013 Kr/em2 , 4 x 1016 He/em2 ) and at very high Kr fluenees in the
amorphous state (1.5 x 1015 Kr/em2). The results are given in Fig. 8. In the
first ease annealing starts at 200ot, the maximum annealing rate is reaehed
at 630°C, and annealing is completed at 900°C. For temperatures greater
than 900°C, Tc is slightly lowered and ATe is broadened; for temperatures
above 1000°C, Tc deereases to 2 K due to outdiffusion of Si as has been
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Fig. 8. Superconducting transition temperature as a function of
temperature in an isochronal annealing process for sampies
irradiated with He and Kr ions such that Tc just reached its
saturation value, and for a high Kr fluence (1.5 x 1015 Kr/cm2)
in the saturation of the residual resistivity.
determined with Rutherford backscattering, In the second case, annealing
from the amorphous state shows a different behavior at low temperatures,
where Tc is found to decrease below the detection limit of our Tc-measuring
equipment. A sudden increase of Tc is observed at 550°C, with the maxi-
mum annealing rate at 530°C, At temperatures above 650°C the annealing
rate is low, and complete annealing is not yet reached at 900°C.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
From channeling measurements on He-irradiated V3Si single crystals it
has been concluded that the main damage component (here called the first
component) consists of small, static displacements of the lattice atoms with
displacement amplitudes of about 6 x 10-3 nm. 1O- 12 Further, it has been
shown that the maximum fraction of strongly disordered volume (amor-
phous zones, defect clusters, dislocations) is below 1.7% for He fluences
where Tc just reached the saturation level. 17
For Kr-irradiated sampies a second damage component has been
observed consisting of strongly displaced atoms with displacement ampli-
tudes on the order of 1-5 x 10-2 nm,
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Comparative x-ray line intensity measurements on He- and Kr-irradi-
ated V3Si thin films where Tc has been reduced by the same amount reveal a
stronger intensity reduction and a larger increase of the lattice parameter for
the Kr-irradiated sampIes. This enhanced x-ray intensity loss is due to the
second damage component, as demonstrated by the fact that for both x-ray
and channeling experiments complete amorphization appears at similar Kr
ftuences (2-4 x 1014 Kr/ cm2). Obviously this second damage component has
little inftuence on the Tc reduction, as it is not present in He-irradiated thin
films. Still, the question remains of whether the first damage component is
also present in Kr-irradiated V3Si layers. From the relative large increase of
the lattice parameter for Kr-irradiated layers it can be concluded that the
total irradiated volume is affected. However, a direct dependence between
Tc and the lattice parameter does not exist. Thus we depend on indirect hints
indicating that the first damage component does exist and that it mayaIso be
responsible for the observed Tc reduction in Kr-irradiated sampIes.
As Tc is measured resistively, one may assurne that a reduction of Tc
can only be observed if the total irradiated volume is slightly damaged.
Assuming that this is the case already for a Tc depression by about 1 K, then
the corresponding ftuences are 2 x 1012 Kr/cm2 and 5 x 1014 He/cm2 • On
the other hand, at a ftuence of 2 x 1012 Kr/cm2 the volume fraction affected
by the second damage component is only about 0.01 as determined from
channeling measurements. This is far too small to account for the measured
Tc reduction even if we were to invoke a proximity effect mechanism. A
further hint arises from the Tc vs IJ.po dependence, where no difference is
observed for Kr and He ftuences up to complete Tc saturation. This
relationship indicates that a single crucial defect structure, probably dis-
placed atoms with small displacement amplitudes, provides strong electron
scattering centers. The inftuence of the second damage component on the
residual resistivity of irradiated V3Si sampIes is small for moderate ftuences
in the ftuence region where the Tc reduction occurs. A dominant inftuence of
the second damage component on IJ.po is observed only for high Kr ftuences
where complete amorphization occurs.
An exponential decrease of Tc with ftuence was observed for neutron
irradiation experiments.2 This relationship was explained by the proximity
effect between observed defect clusters with low Tc and the unaffected
.materia1. 9 We found a similar exponential behavior for He and Kr irradia-
tion causing different damage densities and structures. The exponent in our
experiment is determined by the process of damage production and satura-
tion with ftuence. These results provide a simple explanation for the
observed exponential behavior of the Tc decrease with ftuence.
It has been argued that the increase of the transition width with ftuence
would be an indication for the inhomogeneity of the damage produced by
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n-irradiation.22 We observed only slight differences of ATe for He- and
Kr-irradiated sampies, although the damage levels are quite different. As
ATe is not sensitive to the damage density distribution, we conc1ude that the
second damage component in Kr-irradiated sampies does not inftuence the
Te-depressing mechanism.
If we put together all the arguments discussed above, we may conc1ude
that the damage component consisting of strongly displaced atoms as
observed in Kr-irradiated sampies is not responsible for the observed Te
reduction. In He-irradiated sampies small, static displacements of all atoms
is the only defect structure which has been observed. We believe that these
small, static displacements are responsible for the Te reduction. The ques-
tion of the extent to which antisite defects exist and play a role in the
Te-depressing mechanism cannot be answered at present.
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